
MUNDUS VINI GmbH
Maximilianstr. 11 · D-67433 Neustadt/Weinstraße · Germany

Fax: +49 (0) 6321 8 90 89 54 · E-Mail: contact@tastingservice.com

ORDER

SELF-ADHESIVE LABELS:
To gain maximum profit from the medal you have been awarded, we recommend that you display the official medals on the bottles of the
prize-winning wine (minimum order: 1.000 units per awarded wine).

Awarded wine                ID

lot number                                number of self adhesive labels

in the award class:    GRAND GOLD    GOLD   SILVER

Prices:
• from   1.000 to   5.000 pcs   30 EUROS per roll of 1.000 pcs
• from   6.000 to 10.000 pcs   28 EUROS per roll of 1.000 pcs
• from 11.000 to 15.000 pcs   25 EUROS per roll of 1.000 pcs
• over 16.000 pcs    20 EUROS per roll of 1.000 pcs

Label specifications:
The medal has a diameter of 3.0 cm and is designed to correspond with the illustration on your award certificate.
Roll size: base paper – 3.3 cm; core diameter 7.6 cm;

Please select your roll type: 
rolled with labels on outside:       rolled with labels on inside:

TEXT

TEXT

TEXT

TEXT
1 2

3 4

Please select shipping type:

    Airmail    Express

Sender (and invoicing address):

company line 1  Tel.

company line 2 Fax

contact person E-Mail

street address Internet

land, postcode, town VAT ID No.

Different delivery address

We hereby order and apply for self-adhesive labels and/or reproduction rights, having expressly acknowledged the conditions of participation and 
the above-mentioned guidelines for using and advertising MUNDUS VINI GmbH medals and awards, as stated above. By means of our signature, we 
guarantee that we shall use the following medals/reproduction rights duly ordered and applied for exactly the same wine awarded a prize at 
MUNDUS VINI.

Without the lot number we are unable to proceed your order.

You may also order the MUNDUS VINI GmbH Award for partial quantities. In so doing, you must follow the procedure outlined in the tender docu-
ments. For every partial quantity, please provide us with proof of the filled quantity and a chemical analysis of the partial quantity for verifying the 
identity of the filled lot, as well as four bottles for sampling and identity verification.
Labels for partial quantities may be applied to subsequent partial quantities of identical samples from a homogenous lot, up to a maximum of six 
months after the MUNDUS VINI tasting has taken place.

Town, Date           Signature

Without your signature, we are unable to process your order.

!



REPRODUCTION RIGHTS of award medals for bottle labels:

for the awarded wine           ID   

Awarded lot number

Number of reproductions         Minimum order: 10,000 reproductions

in the award class:     GRAND GOLD    GOLD    SILVER

in the following language  deutsch  english  français  italiano  español

Costs of reproduction rights:

Reproductions 10 EUR per 1,000 reproductions

Supply of trademark:
The logo will be sent to you by mail.

Trademark Utilisation Agreement:
The trademarks are the property of MUNDUS VINI GmbH and may not be altered in size, shape or colour. The utilisation agreement is limited solely 
to the reproduction quantity entered in the order form. The trademarks may only be reproduced in an unaltered form and in the agreed quantities for 
use on the bottles of the prize-winning wine, i.e. the wine with the awarded lot number for which the reproduction rights were ordered. If imprinted 
into the bottle label, the trademark can be reduced to a minimum diameter of 1.8 cm.
MUNDUS VINI GmbH reserves the right to withdraw the reproduction right at any time in the event of improper use.

Payment:

Important:
The invoice will be sent to you with the delivery of the medals. The prices quoted do not include VAT, bank charges or shipping costs.

Value added tax (VAT)
Domestic/Germany: + VAT
EU countries: + VAT (without a VAT ID number)

VAT ID number

Shipping costs
Shipping costs will be charged to you.
Delivery of the medals can take up to two weeks. Extra fast delivery is possible with Express shipping (at an additional cost).
Please indicate your preferred shipping method on the order form (in the section ‚Self-adhesive labels‘).

Please select your preferred payment method:

          Please charge the amount of EUR                            + shipping costs, bank charges, VAT

Card   VISA   MasterCard/EuroCard

Card holder

Card no.

expiry date

Date  Signature

          We will pay by invoice                                   EUR.

CVV no.
(on the back of card, last 3 numbers)
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